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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

School focus in our Site Improvement Plan

6 September
7 September 2022
8 September 2022
13 September 2022

Our current Site Improvement Plan has
targeted one area for particular emphasis for
improvement: reading. We recognise that
learning to read is a fundamental skill, one of
the most important educational outcomes all
students should achieve at school. All
students need to become effective readers –
both in decoding (knowing what the words are)
and being able to make meaning from what
they read (comprehension). Over the next
three years our focus is going to be on making
sure that all educators are working on
developing that core skill for all students.

14 September 2022
19 September 2022
28/29 September 2022
30 September 2022

Governing Council
School Closure day
Pupil Free day
Yr 10 & 11 Course counselling
1-6pm in the Meeting Room
Headspace visit
Year 9/10 Basketball
Year 5 & 6 Transition visits
LAST DAY OF TERM 3

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
SSO Week
Last week we recognised the work that our
support staff do within our school – the School
Services Officers and Grounds staff. They play
a key role in many different ways: in-class
support of the learning programs, running
intervention programs such as FLO, Fresh
Start and Quicksmart, maintaining our
buildings and grounds, chores on the school
farm, supporting on camps and excursions,
working with groups of students on practical
tasks, maintaining our laboratories and
kitchen, running the library and finance,
administrative tasks…the list goes on. We
couldn’t function without their input and we
appreciate them and their efforts!

That doesn’t mean that we neglect other areas
within the school, or see them as less
important, just that we are putting some very
specific actions in place to improve in that
area.
We are currently talking about what we have
achieved so far and what evidence we can see
that tells us our actions are making a
difference to student learning. So far we have:






At Riverton and District High School our
support staff are: Lisa-Lee Anderson, James
Bowden, Tayla Case, Sarah Heidenreich,
Neville Hier, Julie Johnson, Elaine
Kerrison, Liz McLaughlin, Sheryl Pike,
Fran Pfitzner, Nicole Saunderson, Karen
Steer and Ivor Turney.

Designed and documented what we will
do at RDHS to support the development
of a ‘Reading Culture’ where reading is
valued as a tool to use to support
learning but also seen as a pleasurable
pastime.
We have set up opportunities for
students to access books and text
material they can use for a variety of
purposes.
Teachers are strategically planning
activities in every classroom and
subject that support the further
development of student’s reading skills.

What can we ask for families to do to support
this work?
 Ask your child what it is they are
reading at the moment – what’s it
about? Are they enjoying it?
 Model good habits by reading a book or
magazine yourself, in front of your child.
 Make reading materials readily
accessible at home…or use the public
library or one of the book swaps locally
available.
 Cook using a recipe, read a story aloud,
read instructions on how to…talk about
how reading is important and practice
helps.
If you have any reading materials at home you
would like to share with the school please
contact us to discuss it; we are very happy to
follow up. Reading is already a part of our
school activities; we aim to make sure everyone
has the skills and opportunity to enjoy it!
A reminder about Term 3 Reports
At the end of this term you will receive:
 a mid-semester written report on Friday
of Week 10 (30th of September), informing
you of the level of attainment your child
has achieved so far in the semester, as
represented by a A-E grade and an
extended written comment.
 an invitation to book times at our
scheduled Parent – Teacher Interview
Night on Tuesday of Week 2, Term 4 (25th
of October).
I would encourage all parents to take advantage
of this opportunity to meet and discuss their
student’s learning with their teachers.
Staffing
As you may already be aware, Ms Lexi
Champion, one of our Spanish / English
teachers is expecting a baby in November and
will be taking some leave from her duties at
RDHS at the end of this term. We wish Lexi all
the best for her new addition to her family and
hope she finds it rewarding…though not too
good as we want her to return to us in 2023!
Agriculture news
Some students will be attending the Royal
Adelaide Show as participants in the lead steer
and sheep judging program throughout next
week, under the leadership of Mr Aaron
Fechner, the Agriculture teacher with assistance
from Mr Neville Hier. Both staff and students
have worked hard on making sure animals and
students are ready to go; good luck to everyone!

Pathways for 2022 - SACE Information
We held a Parent Information Night about
pathways through the senior school for invited
parents of Year 9, 10 and 11 students on
Tuesday the 30th of August. We appreciate that
it was a week night and very cold so we were
pleased with the level of participation in the
event.
Ms Vicky Mudge, the Deputy Principal shared
information about SACE (the South Australian
Certificate of Education), the qualification all
students aim to achieve on completing their
secondary schooling. She explained some of the
requirements for successful achievement,
including what subjects are offered, the pattern
students must meet and the variety of options
students have available to them, tailored to their
interests and needs. Do all students and families
know that students can complete their SACE by
doing an apprenticeship, TAFE studies count
towards it as well and an individual’s
assessment can be different to others in their
class to ensure success? Anyone who was not
able to attend on the night or would like any
further information is very welcome to contact
the school.
Reminder about our School Closure and Pupil
Free Day
The school will be closed to students on
Wednesday the 7th of September – our wethers
are being judged at the Royal Adelaide Show that
day and it would be great to see some
representatives of the school community there
to cheer them on!
This is followed by a Pupil Free Day on
Thursday, where staff have the opportunity to
engage in some professional learning and work
in teams across the school. The focus for the
staff will be to review and document our learning
programs, plan for adjustments to cater for the
needs of all students in subjects and embed
quality reading activities. This is particularly
important for us as we approach the end of the
first year with Year 7 students at our school –
what have we done so far to integrate those
additional learning programs, trial the revised
timetable structure … how successful has it
been? Where to next? It should be an interesting
and productive day!

Regards, Kathy Champion

FROM THE DEPUTY PRINCIPAL
As we come to the end of term 3 our yr 12
students will be completing their final weeks of
formal year 12 lessons. Formal lessons with their
teachers will officially cease at the end of
week 2 Term 4, on 28th October. After this date
students who have year 12 exams will have 1
week of revision time before the exam period
begins. The first exam for RDHS students is
General Maths.
In many cases, however teachers will be
continuing to run lessons after week 2 to allow
students to complete any outstanding work or
to continue revising for their exams. We will
communicate to parents the date of these
lessons early in term 4.
With the end of year 12 in sight we encourage
our year 12 students to make every effort to
finish the year on a high note. Make the most
of every study lesson and homework time to
get all their school work completed. We also
encourage our senior students to finalise their
SATAC applications for entry to TAFE and
University. If your student doesn’t have a plan
for 2023 encourage them to talk to their
teachers and family about the many options
available to them. It seems that in this time of
low unemployment everyone who wants a job
is able to find one.
Our year 10 and 11 students will also be making
plans for 2023 with the subject selection
process coming up on Tuesday September 13.
Thank you to the students and their families
who came to the SACE Information evening. It
was great to see parents face to face instead
of online. We hope that it was worthwhile and
that you are starting to have conversations
with your students about their future pathways.
We look forward to seeing as many parents as
possible
for
the
subject
counselling
appointments.

COURSE COUNSELLING BOOKING PROCEDURE
The Year 10 & 11 Course Counselling for 2023 will be
held on Tuesday 13 September in the Meeting Room from
1pm – 6.00pm.
Counselling sessions will be of 20 minutes duration. If
further discussion is required beyond the 20 minutes
allocated, parents/caregivers will need to contact the
school after the interviews to arrange another
appointment or phone interview.
You will be able book Course Counselling sessions online
for the times that suit YOU.
Go to www.schoolinterviews.com.au and following the
steps below.
Parents who don’t have internet access, please phone the
school on 88472202 with your student’s subjects,
teachers and preferred times; office staff will book the
times for you.
Parents can change their booking any time prior to the
closing date, by re-visiting
www.schoolinterviews.com.au.
Parents wishing to change their
booking after the closing date
should contact the school.

muhe7

BOOKINGS CLOSE
3:00pm Monday 12 September

STUDENT SUCCESS
We celebrate Student Leader Olivia Aston's
recent success as Writers SA selected her to
create a commissioned fantasy text inspired
by a regional native animal. As part of the
Writers SA Portal: Fantasy Workshop Festival in
the Riverland (September 9-11), Olivia will not
only be paid for her commissioned piece but
will participate in an online writing exhibition.
Olivia and other commissioned writers will draft
their fantasy pieces live in an online virtual
showcase
next
weekend,
allowing
participants of the festival firsthand insight into
the drafting process of a range of writers.
We wish Olivia the best of luck for the
upcoming festival and look forward to reading
about her giant pink huntsman spider!

P.A.R.T.Y PROGRAM

On Friday 19 August our Year 12 Health students
attended the Prevent Alcohol & Risk-related
Trauma in Youth Program (P.A.R.T.Y.) at
Balaklava High School. The program draws on
the experiences of trauma professionals and
trauma survivors to educate young people, by
showing them what can happen when they make
a risky decision. The program focuses on
preventing accidents before they happen by
giving secondary school students real-life
experiences in the emergency and trauma units
of our local hospitals.

make it feel like we were feeling dizzy and
couldn’t
focus
properly. We also got
to do some hands-on
stuff with a dummy
and gave it CPR and
used a defib to shock
it and get the whole
experience of what it
would be like to be in
the position of the nurses in the emergency
department. Overall it was a really great day
where we gained lots of information for our
task in Health. Emma- Year 12 student
A huge thank you to Balaklava High School for
hosting the day, to the RAH for providing the
program, to Mrs Harrison for organising the day
late last term and to Mrs Allen for attending on
the day. The day leads into our Year 12 Health
classes’ current task which is a Folio task on
risky behaviours in teenagers.

The day covered many Health and Wellbeing
topics, with specific focus on road crashes,
excessive alcohol consumption and substance
use. Students were put through a role play on a
typical Emergency Department scenario. They
wore goggles which
affected their eye sight
and reaction time to
replicate being under
the influence of alcohol
and drugs and were
required to perform
tasks with a certain
physical impairment.
Students were also
provided with lots of
information on support services and their roles.
We were lucky to have
Daniel, a road crash
survivor with significant
trauma and ongoing
rehabilitation speak to us
about the risky decisions
he made which ultimately
changed his life.
The PARTY program was a really good day.
We learnt a lot on drugs and drink driving and
the effects it has on people, and we also got a
feel for ourselves of what it would be like by
using goggles with different effects in them to

YEAR 11 YEAR LEVEL
The
Year
11
students
have
been
contemplating life this week. They are getting
ready to do their course counselling in Week 8
and have been trying to work out what they
want to do with the rest of their lives. This is very
confronting for a lot of students as they have
no idea what they want to do. It is also a
realisation that they are entering the last
chapter of their schooling.
The Year 11 students will be having a day
where we focus on study skills and some time
to reflect on the year and what is to come. We
have begun planning for our Year 12 jumpers
ready for next year but that is still in the draft
stage. Our students have been invited to
attend an interschool formal with Eudunda
Area School and Burra Community School.
Many of our students indicated that this is
something that they would like to participate
in. This year it is being held at Burra, on the 25th
November.
More
information
will
be
forwarded to parents when we know exact
cost etc.
I have watched this group change and
mature this year. We have had some hiccups
but Mr Butler and I are very proud to be the
two Year 11 Home Group teachers for this
group of students. Please contact either of us
if you have any issues or concerns.
Mrs D Bowden

Year 11/12 TOURISM CAMP
The Year 11/12 Tourism class chose to go to
Robe for their camp this year. There were 13
students in total that attended the camp. Mr
Morelli was the support teacher and kindly
picked up a 12-seater bus from Salisbury on
Sunday morning then travelled to RDHS to
pick up the Year 11 crew. The RDHS P & F
paid for this bus so that all the students could
attend although Mrs Bowden was a bit jealous
as her bus was not as fancy. We really
appreciate the financial support that P & F
gave to us. The Tourism class will help out at
the next Bunnings BBQ as a thank you.

Once on the road it was plain sailing. We
arrived at Robe at approximately 4.30pm and
quickly settled into the caravan park. Mrs
Bowden did feel sorry for Alex as he was the
only boy on her bus with 4 Year 12 girls; no
wonder he had his air pods in the whole time.
The Year 12 students and Mrs Bowden went
food shopping and as they passed the Pizza
shop on the way home, decided that pizza was
definitely the food of choice for dinner.
Monday the students visited the Mahalia
coffee factory which was very unique and the
coffee was amazing. They then travelled to
Naracoorte
to
partake in the
adventure
of
walking through
the eerie fossil
museum
and
walking
down
into the Tomato
Stick cave. This
was a self-guided
tour so we could
spend as much time
as
we
liked
checking everything
out. After lunch we
went to the Sheep’s
Back
Museum,
where students were able to go back in time
and look at how the wool industry used to
work and how it was so important to
Australian culture and the economy. Students

were keen for a swim so we returned to Robe
where the students did in fact go swimming in
the ocean. There were a few shivering bodies
on the short walk back to the cabins. The
night time chatter was a bit raucous as there
were a few very funny incidents during the day
that were relived (Maria is never letting Kelsey
navigate ever again) and Mackenzie was
reading everybody’s stars.
Tuesday morning, we visited the Tourist
Information Centre where Cassie helped us to
understand everything there was to see and
do in and around Robe. She also helped
students with some tricky questions about
their assignments. We then deviated from the
itinerary and went to the Cape Jaffa
Lighthouse. We had booked
a tour the night before and
the
lovely
volunteers
showed us through the
lighthouse and gave us a
talk about its heritage. We
were also allowed to turn the
light by hand which was
much easier than we
thought. It is 129 steps to the top and Tegan
received a sticker for counting
them all. After lunch we completed
the Robe historical walk to the old
jail and the obelisk and then did a
main street walk. Students once
again decided that they needed to go
swimming. That night we were booked into the
Robe Hotel for dinner and resident
hairdresser, Marti had to do Mrs Bowden’s
hair before she was allowed to go out for
dinner.

Wednesday we were exhausted and ready to
come home. We took things easy on the way
home and the students were able to see how
not to interact with tourists at the Roadhouse
where we stopped for lunch (one lady was very
grumpy that we had stopped there for lunch
without ringing ahead).
Once again, I was blown away with just how
amazing our students are and how we are able
to take them anywhere; we get praise for their
politeness and the way they interact with
others. I am so grateful to work with such
terrific students.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Another successful Work Experience block has now finished for
year 10 students.
As part of the Personal Learning Plan, students attended a work
experience placement in a field of interest for them. This year we
had students attend a range of business from building sites, crash
repairs, aged care, child care, retail and engineering. This
experience is incredibly valuable for all students, and allows them
a ‘peek’ into the World of Work. Of course, we couldn’t do it
without the generous time and patience given to our students by
our Workplaces.

Thank You to our
Workplaces!
The Bridge Garage
Hamley Bridge Primary School
Hamley Bridge Kindergarten
Glenhaven Park

Students are now reflecting on their week, and making further
decisions as to where they want to go in the future. Students were
able to think, after some ‘hands on experience’, about whether
they are interested in pursuing this career. For some students, it
solidified their career pathway, but for others, some discovered
that they were not well-suited to the industry and are now able to
think about the next step in their future plans.

Peter Clarke
Springbett Deliveries
Mace Engineering
Circuitworx Electrical
EVER Virtual Solutions

Some feedback from Students:

Saddleworth Primary School

“Work Experience was valuable because I learned to do lots of
things like laying pipes in the ground. As a result of my work
experience, I think that I will follow the career path of being a
plumber.”
- Mitchell Noll – Chris Hart Plumbing

Behn Engineering

“Work Experience was great – I learned how to do footing plans
and what to look at in building inspections. I think I will continue
with an Engineering pathway.”
- Kalee Noble – Mace Engineering

DJ and HJ Griffiths

I enjoyed working with children, they’re really funny. I was nervous
before starting, but I think I really do want to work with kids.
- Eleanor Ashley – Riverton Primary School

Northern Assist in Home Care

“I thought hair dressing was a lot of fun, and I had a great time. I’m
still not sure if I want to follow this as a career, or if I want to try
another beauty pathway. I might try some Work Experience in
make up instead, and see how I like it.”
- Harriett Aston – Heart ‘n’ Soul Hairdressing

Versatile Crash

Feedback from employers was overwhelmingly positive, and
students learned a lot!

Riverton Primary School
Gilbert Valley Homes
Chris Hart Plumbing

The Cheesecake Shop
D Tobitt & LJ Tobitt

Midway Veterinary Clinic

Stepping Stone Child Care
Heart n Soul Hair Studio
Poetic Justice Café

YEAR 9 HASS

YEAR 8 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

The Year 9 History classes have been learning
about Australian colonisation. As part of their
learning we try to authenticate as much of the
learning as we can and therefore, our students
participated in role play about what happened in
Australia the first 50 years of settlement.

As part of our Digital Technologies curriculum,
students are learning about the power of
programming in the world around them. In
today’s world, where even the humble car can
have over 100 programmable control units, the
need to understand the methods and practices
of program development cannot be understated.
Our calculators have more memory than was
used to put man on the moon, and those aren’t
even comparable to the awesome powers hiding
inside a washing machine!

Mrs Packer and Mrs Bowden
recruited James Bowden to play the
part of the European squatter,
soldier, explorers and sailors. He
played his part very well as most
students were really angry with
him by the end of the day.
Students had to create their own families and bond
with them over the weekend. They also had to
spend ages drawing their piece of land to
represent where their group of Aboriginal people
lived before settlement.

As we read through the role play, James had to play
the part of how Europeans would have acted upon
first seeing an Aboriginal person and vice versa.
Students then had to do a reflection on the role
play and what they had learned and how it
changed their view of colonisation. The feedback
from students is always very insightful.
YEAR 8 AG/SCIENCE

Our year 8 Ag/Science
students are participating
in the “Paddock to Plate”
learning program. As part
of their current project,
students Lachaln Nicholls
and Megan Eckermann
are comparing the growth
of equal age (4 week old)
meat and layer chickens.

Our class has been looking at the development of
computer systems from large room punch card
mainframes to home desktops, and throughout
this we have repeatedly encountered the
importance of sequencing. While Maths
considers this the order of operations, the same
principles exist in our everyday life. The order we
put our clothes on or make a meal; all impact the
process and outcomes. A simple misstep might
have you wearing a tight-laced boot with no sock,
not to mention turning the oven on after having
served dinner!
In an early exploration of sequencing, we took a
journey into the world of music and worked to
arrange drum sequences following basic rules of
pattern organisation and planning. Our students
will then use these concepts to sequence their
own small text adventure game, remembering
that the player will need to be able to achieve
each step to lead onto the next; although for
those of us that grew up playing games like Kings
Quest, the pain of reaching late into the game
only to realise that on the first screen we needed
to collect the feather and now the game is
unwinnable still lingers on.

9-A-SIDE FOOTBALL

Last Thursday 25 August, 31 enthusiastic Year 7/8
students ventured to Kapunda for the annual 9-ASide boys and girls football carnival. This year we
entered two boy’s teams and one girls’ team who
competed against Kapunda High School, Burra
Community School, Eudunda Area School and St
Joseph’s School in Clare. The day is designed as a
fun day where it is all about participation and
friendships.
The girls team played 4 games for the day and got
better and better each game. In the final game
against BCS our girls showcased their skills and
were moving the ball extremely fluently under the
watchful eye of coach, Ms Hier. Mia was the highest
goal kicker for the day, however we are so proud
of all the girls. As their confidence grew so did the
size of each and every student’s smile.
In the boys competition both teams were
extremely competitive, winning a few games each.
The teams were spread evenly to ensure a good
mix of year levels, ability and friendship groups. It
was great to see the boys work so well as a team
throughout the day.
In the final game of the day is was RDHS 1 vs RDHS
2 on oval number 1. As a few of the girls wanted to
join in and play an extra game we made it a 12 vs
12 game. Bragging rights were on the line between
coach Bastian and coach Norman, with each team
being made well aware of the importance of the
outcome. The game was hotly contested with Mr
Bastian’s Blues jumping out of the blocks early,
kicking 4 goals in the first half. Mr Norman did his
best as umpire to ensure his team got back into the
contest, and when Hamish weaved some magic in
the pocket to snap a ripper goal and give his team
their third in a row the game was back to one goal
in it. With moments left Jemma and Chelsea ran
down one of the opposition’s best players and
bombed the ball in long where Harrison was able
to swoop on the footy and seal the win for the
Blues.
Overall it was, as always, an amazing day. A huge
thank you to Mark Leslie and Kapunda High School
for facilitating the day. Thank you also to Martin
for driving the bus, and to Ms Hier and Mr Bastian
for coaching on the day. Our students must be
congratulated on their exemplary behaviour,
sportsmanship and pride in representing our
wonderful school.

LIBRARY NEWS
The library is always bringing in new books. Below
are just a few of those that have arrived in the last
couple of weeks. Come in a have look, we are
open:
Tuesday
2pm – 6pm
Wednesday 9am – 5pm
Thursday
9am – 5pm
Friday
9am – 5pm
Saturday
9am – 11am
Closed daily for lunch 12.50pm – 1.40pm

How to Join the Library
Membership of the library is free.
Registration takes only a few minutes.

Adults
Provide your contact details, current address
and photo ID such as a Driver’s Licence.

Children 3-18 years
A parent or caregiver must complete and sign
the registration form, and provide proof of
identity.

Borrowing Periods
Books & Magazines : 28 days
DVDs : 14 days (7 days if heavily reserved)

